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You can click on me, when you see me.



BlueMagic Group specializes in carrying out High-Quality MICRO 
FUE SAPPHIRE and DHI CHOI PEN hair transplants, along with the 
best PRP Treatments, using the latest technology and treatment 
methods to deliver the best possible outcomes for every patient.

Our Head Office is based in London and with our Medical
Consultancy offices in Istanbul and Tirana, our treatments
are available to men and women worldwide and are
performed under the safest conditions in our Clinic
in Istanbul, Turkey.

01. ABOUT
BLUEMAGIC GROUP

04BlueMagic Group

To be the Leading Provider of
Hair Transplantation Services, in 

the markets in which we operate

OUR VISION
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02. WHY PATIENTS
WORLDWIDE TRUST US?

VERY SIMPLE!
WE CAN CHANGE
YOUR LIFE!

@bluemagicgroup

@bluemagicgroup

@bluemagicgroupclinic

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6zsn59JBMobdHBY-u4mwhw?view_as=subscriber
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7Qj2nVxQwuI&t=12s
https://www.facebook.com/bluemagicgroup
https://www.instagram.com/bluemagicgroupclinic/
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03. BLUEMAGIC GROUP
PRESS & MEDIA

We are on Press & Media

and many more...

We deliver BlueMagic
Experience not just Hair Transplant
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Our Awards Featured at

Only Hair Transplant Clinic Featured on Bloomberg

BLUEMAGIC GROUP TAKES PRIDE IN ITS
SUPERIOR HAIR TRANSPLANT SERVICES...

Bloomberg is the global leader in business 
and financial data, news and insight. Using 
the power of technology, Bloomberg 
business connects the world's decision 
makers to accurate information on the 
financial markets and help them make 
faster, smarter decisions.

Play Video

Our Presence at
New York Time Square

Street, USA

Play Video

https://youtu.be/zLK_4jYjfg8
https://youtu.be/a1cPAR82cHI
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04. OUR BOOK
Things To Know About Hair Transplant

The new book is designed to support both men 
and women suffering with age related, genetic, 
or lifestyle associated hair loss as they consider 
the most suitable options available to them. 

The book offers a detailed overview of the hair 
transplant industry, introduces Turkey as a world 
leader in the development and use of advanced 
techniques, and comprehensively discusses the 
patient journey right through from start to finish. 
Ultimately, the publication strives to make it 
easier than ever before for prospective patients 
to understand the process, know what to expect, 
and select the right clinic.

Our aim with our new book is to improve
transparency across the industry and make vital 
information more easily accessible to those 
considering scheduling a hair transplant
procedure, supporting them as they make an 
informed decision that's right for them.

https://www.amazon.com/NEED-KNOW-ABOUT-HAIR-TRANSPLANT-ebook/dp/B08D2GPMHF
https://www.amazon.com/NEED-KNOW-ABOUT-HAIR-TRANSPLANT/dp/1527267547
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05. OUR
EXPERTISE

Beard
Transplantation

Micro
FUE Sapphire

The DHI
Implantation

Afro Hair
Transplantation

Manual Hair
Transplantation

Hair Transplant
For Women

Eyebrow
Transplantation

Prp Hair
Treatment

This advanced technique allows major 
precision when creating micro-channels 
by making the incisions, the finesse of this 
blade reduces to a minimum any risk of 
infection and lastly can provide a greater 
number of grafts.

Micro-FUE Sapphire 

Process Steps

Selection and extraction of the best grafts

Graft Preservation

Micro Channels

Implantation of the grafts

1

2

3

4
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Process
Steps

This technique, is in fact the most recent one in 
Hair Transplantation Market, it’s uniqueness 
stands in the direct implantation of the grafts, 
without the need of creating the Micro
Channels first. 

DHI-Choi Pen

Selection and extraction
of the best grafts

1

Graft Preservation

2

Direct Implantation
of the grafts

3

The Manual technique is considered to be “Crème De La Crème”
in Hair Transplantation. It can be performed only by a highly 
specialized doctor, hence very few clinics are eligible to offer it!

What makes this method so distinctive, is that the surgeon 
extracts the grafts one by one manually instead of using the 
micro -punch, which allows for a total preservation of the Donor 
area, even for difficult scalp types, and 100% conservation of the 
hair follicles.

Manual Hair Transplant 
with FUE Sapphire & DHI technique 
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06. OUR CLINIC
Based in London, performing under the safest conditions in Istanbul, Turkey, our Clinic is 
covered by JCI Accreditation and FDA Approved.
 
A “JCI” accreditation ensures, by attentive observation, that the specialized programs are 
arranged accordingly to manage any eventual risk or errors, to prevent infections, and to 
constantly monitor every outcome in order to assure the patient's safety and well-being.

Why is it important to have Accreditation? Simply because it helps to determine if an 
institution meets or exceeds minimum standards of quality.

15+
Years of

Experience

21K+
Hair

Transplantations

365
Days

Full Support
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07. OUR
YOUTUBE PANEL

DISCOVER WHY
PATIENTS WORLDWIDE
CHOOSE US! 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC6zsn59JBMobdHBY-u4mwhw/videos?view_as=subscriber
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5 Star Luxurious Hotel (4 Days and 3 Nights, with breakfast included).

Private Chauffeur/ All Transfers Included.

Private Agent.

Dedicated Translator.

PRP Included (£600 value).

Post-Operative Medication.

Golden life warranty provided (money-back guarantee).

JCI Accredited and FDA Approved Facility.

Best results & Maximal density.

12 Months of Aftercare.

08. ALL-INCLUSIVE
TAILORED PACKAGES
Your BlueMagic Experience will include:
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09. OUR EXCLUSIVE BMG
PARTNERSHIP COMMUNITY

Countries We Have Collaborations

UK USA Italy Albania Australia Brazil

Canada France Germany Greece Ireland Norway

Portugal Spain Sweden Switzerland
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10. OUR
FINANCE OPTIONS

Any patient can complete the application in a couple of minutes and have a response of 
pre- acceptance in only 60-80 seconds!

Simple Application Process

Applying online takes only a few minutes.

Competitive Rates

competitive rates with a variety of options

Rapid Response Time

Receive an offer typically within 24 hours

Flexible Terms*

Borrow from £1000 to £2.5 million over variable periods to suit you.

Pay from 6-60 Months Installments
For UK Patients Only 

We are the only clinic in Turkey
to provide these services...
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11. BLUEMAGIC
GROUP REVIEWS

5/5 4.9/5 4.9/5

Hey I entrusted myself to...

Hey I have done my hair transplant at BlueMagic Group, I am very 
happy with the results it’s one of the best hair transplant in Turkey I 
would recommend them as they will look after you providing you 
the best results.

Julien Zlatea - Romania

Matched my expectations...

Everything was as they said it will be. They were quite helpful and 
professional, every single one of my questions was answered. Now 
the only thing we have to see is whether my hair will grow and hope 
it will at the soonest!

Marija Djuric - Serbia

Kind and honest Clinic...

Clinid member were very kind and honest.
I'm Japanese...Although there had been language barriers between 
Turkish and Japanese, clinic members truly cared for me and my 
experience.

If someday I will have a second session, BlueMagic will again be my 
choice.

Kazuki - Japan

https://www.google.com/search?safe=active&biw=1536&bih=754&sxsrf=ALeKk00WeCCDbcPR7ajaVBBVmiFy0Ii-Vg%3A1605123832696&ei=-D6sX4eFKo653APTqr-gCw&q=bluemagic+group+london&oq=bluemagic+group+london&gs_lcp=CgZwc3ktYWIQA1D2xBdYhOAXYPzhF2gAcAB4AoABAIgBAJIBAJgBCqABAaoBB2d3cy13aXrAAQE&sclient=psy-ab&ved=0ahUKEwiH4fieoPvsAhWOHHcKHVPVD7QQ4dUDCA0&uact=5
https://www.google.com/search?safe=active&biw=1536&bih=754&sxsrf=ALeKk00nQa4GNHNWmDGZOqRAZatXTJ7xOg%3A1605124273710&ei=sUCsX5LsKvLrrgTonoWIBg&q=bluemagic+group+reviews&oq=bluemagic+group+reviews&gs_lcp=CgZwc3ktYWIQAzIECAAQRzIECAAQRzIECAAQRzIECAAQR1CHXViofWCWf2gAcAR4AYABAIgBAJIBAJgBCKABAaoBB2d3cy13aXrIAQTAAQE&sclient=psy-ab&ved=0ahUKEwjSiJ7xofvsAhXytYsKHWhPAWEQ4dUDCA0&uact=5
https://www.provenexpert.com/bluemagic-group-hair-transplant-professionals/
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Customer service is 10/10

Customer service is 10/10, they explained the whole procedure
in details and even went back over things I didn’t understand, 
answering to every question I had for my peace of mind. My
experience at the Clinic was more than satisfying!

Adam Uber - United Kingdom

Painless procedure and professional surgeons!

The procedure was painless, and the staff was very
professional. I was not scared at all. The hotel has been the best I 
have ever seen in my life. The surgeon and his medical team were 
very friendly, professional, and responsive to my needs. It was done 
in 6 hours only!

Daniel Marquez - Mexico

Very happy with the process!

From the very beginning, my journey from the airport to the surgery 
itself, including transportation and accommodation were perfect! 
Very happy with everything.

Mathew Campbell - Ireland

You need to read this!!! Very trustworthy

I can not stress enough how sceptical I was and how much 
research I did (hours and hours) and it all paid off by leading me to 
the right clinic. I can not recommend these guys enough. I believe 
that This clinic was the right one for me and I don’t believe any 
other could have achieved what they have for me.

Joseph Bua Otema - Uganda

Amazing dense results!

Hair looks natural and awesome service. My cousin and I did it 5 
months ago and we are more than happy with the result, 100% 
recommended. If you want to be proud of your look and your hair 
by high qualify doctors choose BlueMagic Group. Also, we enjoyed 
the beautiful city of Istanbul with warm staff and 5 stars services!

Arben & Astrit - Macedonia
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Reliable and professional clinic

In 2018, being bald is not an obligation, it’s a choice!
There are many transplantation techniques that can solve an 
aesthetic discomfort, such as baldness.

Thanks to BlueMagic Group. I discovered a serious, reliable and
professional clinic from all points of view.

Andrea Mantovani - Italy

Fantastic staff and timely follow-ups

BlueMagic is a  well-equipped clinic for Hair Transplant.
Their fantastic staff takes regular and timely follow up . I found 
myself at ease from the moment I got my transplant from
BlueMagic.

Giuliano Baku - Albania 

I recommend this company to everyone.

I am greatly satisfied with my hair transplant. Everyone was
professional and took great care of me from the moment I landed 
in Istanbul. My Medical Consultant was great from the beginning 
and she organized everything perfect.
Thanks to the doctor, all stuff for a positive experience.

Nicolae Florea - Bulgaria

Amazed and so happy with my hair transplant

I found this company called BlueMagic Group in late 2019 for my hair 
transplant. I must say now is 2020 and I have had my transplant 
done and I am amazed and so happy with my transplant is one of 
the best hair transplant companies in Istanbul. The staff are so
professional and caring and they really care about their patients.

Samir Umar - India

Thank you so much for your amazing service.

One of the best experiences in my life! Speechless of how my life 
has changed! I am alive again!! Highly recommended!!

Paulo Ricardo - Brazil 



Honest and humble

From the first day I have been replied to and assisted right away, 
every question of mine has been clarified and my medical consul-
tant has made everything easier for me. My experience at the clinic 
was beautiful, the surgery went well and they treated me like family.

Abel Tesfamariam - Eritrea

Overall good experience even in COVID-19 situation

Very Good overall experience with BlueMagic Group. Upon
consultation I decided to go ahead right away even under the Covid 
conditions, there was not an issue at all. I was assigned a Medical 
consultant, which I thank for the help, to guide me through the entire 
process and get everything organized.

Panos Nikopolitidis - Greece

Very Professional and Helpful

I am glad I found this clinic, from start to finish everything went 
smoothly. The procedure went well, did not really feel any pain and I 
am now waiting for the results. A special mention for my consultant 
who has been great from the start, very professional and always 
helpful. If you are thinking of getting a hair transplant, check out this 
company, you will not be disappointed.

Andreas Tofias - Cyprus 

Respectful staff and best clinic

Hugely different from many other Clinics. I have been in touch with, 
respectful staff.

Carlos Alvarado Mora - Spain

Team made me feel special

I have done 1 year of researches and when I came across
BlueMagic Group I understood straight away it was the right clinic. 
Perfect and professional consultation, modern and professional 
clinic. The medical team made me feel special. Now I cannot wait 
for my results to start being visible. Thank you to the whole team!

Ruben Plummer - Panama
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Very Supportive Team!

Glad I run into this clinic, as I have always wanted to gain more
confidence. They were very supportive.

Mehdi Boudjoghra - France

Overall great experience in istanbul

I enquired BlueMagic Clinic as I was interested in a hair transplant 
and was approached by a lovely consultant. She was very nice and 
professional with her job and answered every question I threw her 
way without any hesitation. Overall, great experience in Istanbul 
and I cannot wait to see the results of my hair in the upcoming 

Giovanni Dagher - Lebanon

Honest, Kind & Professional Team

Dedicated, honest, professional, kind and amazingly effective with 
communication. My medical consultant was incredibly supportive 
with all my inquiries. I very can recommend this clinic to anyone 
who is looking for a life-changing experience.

Daniel Pal - Fiji

Very Satisfied!

The assistant was very professional and kind and followed me, 
giving me all the information I needed.
I am very satisfied.

Claudio Dorotea - Portugal

One of the best clinic in Turkey!

Very detailed consultation, we went through each step of the
procedure itself and the services included. Def one of the best clinic 
in Turkey. The clinic was being sterilized every 20 minutes and my 
surgery was done by the main surgeon. Thanks

Yusuf Sideeq & Muhammed
Sajad - Afghanistan & Bangladesh
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